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While the mystic island is dominated by many beautiful luxury resorts, the newest addition to the 

land is Seminyak’s first and only private beachfront villa. 

 

 
The ultimate holiday destination to indulge in the splendour of the sun and the seas is none other 

than island paradise Bali. While the mystic island is dominated by many beautiful luxury resorts, 

the newest addition to the land is Seminyak’s first and only private beachfront villa. Called the 



Noku Beach House, this game changing retreat is perfectly perched on the Seminyak 

beachfront, once again raising the bar for lavish travel in Bali. 

 

Noku Beach House – Seminyak’s Only Private 

Beachfront Villa 

 

 

 
The six-suite mansion features a long azure swimming pool, multiple dining areas and alcoves 

amid curated tropical gardens and pristine lawns. A full-size portable tennis court – in Noku 

camouflage colours – available to roll out for a game at any time of the day. Upon entering the 

villa, guests are greeted by an exclusive spa boasting a pool adorned with hand-made decorative 

tiles as the building centrepiece, creating a lush tropical oasis looking over the Indian Ocean and 

Bali’s famed sunsets. 



 

 



Noku Beach House is a rare place of privilege and a gem on Bali’s oceanfront. With a legion of 

highly skilled army of staff, car and driver, in-house personal concierge and a private chef 

operating discreetly to service, Noku Beach House is dedicated to the jet-setting crowd and anyone 

who appreciates the fine and dandy way of life. And all these are made possible with leading 

international luxury villa marketing and management company; Elite Havens who operates 

exclusively at the estate, aiming to deliver a lux villa experience that transcends all others. 

 

Elite Havens secured the creative skills of award-winning interior designer Alex Zabotto-Bentley 

to bring to life this outstanding refurbishment on an essential part of Bali’s famous Seminyak 

beach landscape. Zabotto-Bentley has created a Zen-style space with a soothing colour palette of 

light turquoise and blue and paired it with Moroccan accents to add a touch of history and culture 

juxtapose against the modern interior. Bespoke art collection and furnishings such as the tribal 

beadwork, antique Indonesian artefacts and some of nature’s most exquisite designs fill the halls 

of the villa. Everything from plates to teapots has been artisanally crafted in tiny Balinese villages. 

The outside poolside dining and rooftop terrace is built from a 100-year-old pier from Borneo. 

 

 



  

 



 
Guests will revel in the opulence of the estate dotted with deep sofas and multiple living zones and 

endless vistas of ocean and sky. From the six ensuite bedrooms to the balconies, every facility 

operates seamlessly, providing luxurious comfort to the indoor-outdoor experience in Noku. 

Exclusive toiletries are blended with the highest quality essential oils and the plastic minimisation 

policy has drinking water in Noku branded glass bottles – what a way to contribute to eco-

friendliness and sustainability! 

 

Noku Beach House can deliver a divinely intimate holiday as exquisitely as an event for more than 

200 people. The estate is the premier property of the Noku brand set in Bali, which will blossom 

globally and organically. 

 

For more information, visit elitehavens.com 

 
Link : http://www.luxuo.com/lifestyle/travel/noku-beach-house-bali.html 
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